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Abstract

We revisit the well-known group membership problem, and show how it can be considered a spe-
cial case of a simpler problem, the set membership problem. In the set membership problem, processes
maintain a set whose elements are drawn from an arbitrary universe: they can request the addition or
removal of elements to/from that set, and they agree on the current value of the set. Group membership
corresponds to the special case where the elements of the set happen to be processes. We exploit this
new way of looking at group membership to give a simple and succint specification of this problem
and to outline a simple implementation approach based on the state machine paradigm. This treatment
of group membership separates several issues that are often mixed in existing specifications and/or im-
plementation of group membership. We believe that this separation of concerns greatly simplifies the
understanding of this problem.

1 Introduction

Group membership is one of the most widely studied problems in the area of fault-tolerant distributed
computing. Despite the extensive literature on this problem, however, the existing specifications are still
complex and difficult to understand. Since group membership is a paradigm for simplifying the design
of fault-tolerant applications, it is important that its specification be as simple and clear as possible.

The first goal of this paper is to give a simple and succinct specification of the primary partition
group membership problem.1 Our starting point is to note that the complexity of the existing specifica-
tions of group membership is due to a mixing of concerns. In the literature, group membership is almost
always defined as the problem of maintaining and agreeing on the set of processes that are currently up
— a set that dynamically changes. We note that this problem consists of two sub-problems: (a) deter-
mining the set of processes that are currently up, and (b) ensuring that processes agree on the successive
values of this set. Even though these two subproblems are orthogonal, most existing specifications and
implementations deal with the combination as a single problem. Our approach is to completely decouple
these two problems, and deal with each one separately, as we now explain.

We first specify a very simple problem, called set membership. In this problem, a set of processes �
maintain, and agree on the content of a dynamically changing set of elements drawn from an arbitrary
universe. Processes can request the addition or removal of elements to/from the set, and the set changes
accordingly. Each time the set changes, all processes are notified of the new value of the set. It is
important to note that, in contrast to group membership, the set is not necessarily a set of processes. For
example, set membership can be used to maintain and agree on the current value of a mailing list, a set of
employees, or the set of unsold seats on a particular flight. Obviously, with set membership, the content
of the set maintained by processes has nothing to do with failures.
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We then consider a special case of set membership, namely, the case where the set maintained by the
processes in � happens to be a subset of � . Here processes in � can request to add or remove processes
in � . We call this special case group membership, and the set maintained is called a group.

Our specification of the set and group membership problems is not concerned by the reason(s) why
a process requests the addition or removal of an element to/from the set: such reasons are outside the
scope of the problems. It is up to each application that uses group membership to decide what should
cause the addition or removal of a process from the group. For example, in some application, a process
may decide to request the removal of a process � from the group because the security clearance of �
has been revoked. It may also decide to request the removal of � because � seems to have failed. Our
specification of the group membership problem does not differentiate between these two requests.

With group membership, i.e., in the special case when the set maintained is a group of processes,
there are some interesting variants which may be desirable to some applications. For example, recall that
in set membership all the processes are notified of every set change. In contrast, in group membership,
each time the group changes, only the current members of the group may have to be notified. In the
paper, we consider this and a few other possible variants to the basic specification of group membership
problem.

In addition to providing simple specifications to the set and membership problems, we also consider
the problem of implementing such services. We first note that in purely asynchronous systems with
failures, these problems are not solvable. These impossibility results are not because processes are
trying to determine the set of processes are currently up (indeed the set membership problem cannot be
solved even though the set maintained by processes has nothing to do with failures). Rather, it is because
both problems embed some form of consensus on some set. 2

Despite the above impossibility results, however, set membership and group membership can still
be solved using randomization, unreliable failure detectors, or with other assumptions on the system
(exactly as with consensus). We outline a stepwise implemention of these two services based on the
well-known state machine approach [21, 27]. This systematic approach allows us to give simple and
easily understandable implementations that clearly separate the service provided from orthogonal imple-
mentation issues (e.g., the degree of fault-tolerance desired, which processes provide the service, and the
details of how it is done). In particular, for group membership, this approach clearly decouples the set of
processes that provide the membership service and the set of processes that are currently in the group.
This is in contrast to existing implementations, where the processes that provide the membership service
(i.e., maintain the group) are the current members of the group (or a subset of this group).

Finally, we explain how our group membership service can be used for the special purpose of main-
taining and agreeing on the set of processes that are deemed to be operational — which is the principal
(and often only) goal of group membership protocols in the literature. As we mentioned above, this
problem consists of two sub-problems: (a) determining the set of processes that appear to be operational,
and (b) ensuring that processes agree on the successive values of this set. Roughly speaking, we can use
a (reliable or unreliable) failure detector to solve sub-problem (a), and our group membership service to
solve sub-problem (b).

Roadmap

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The set membership and group membership services are
specified in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The problem of implementing such services is addressed
in Section 4. Specifically, in Section 4.1 we show that these services cannot be implemented in purely
asynchronous systems, and in Section 4.2 we outline a simple implementation approach based on the
state machine paradigm (for systems where consensus or atomic broadcast can be solved, e.g., asyn-
chronous systems with unreliable failure detectors or randomized algorithms). In Section 5, we explain
how our group membership service can be used for the special purpose of maintaining and agreeing on

2The impossibility of a very weak form of group membership, one that did not try to track process failures, was already pointed
out in [4]. The proof given in [4], however, was for systems with ����� processes. Our impossibility proof for the set and group
membership problems holds for ����� .
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the (dynamically changing) set of processes that are currently operational. A brief section on related
work and a conclusion complete the paper.

2 Specification of the set membership service

2.1 Preliminaries

We define a set membership service (SMS) that allows processes to maintain, and agree on the content
of a dynamically changing set of elements drawn from an arbitrary universe. Processes are allowed to
issue operations to add or remove elements of the set. The service executes these operations sequentially
and notifies all the processes of the content of the set after each operation. With these notifications,
processes agree on the � -th incarnation of the set for every � . We now describe the specification of this
set membership service in more detail.

Consider a set � of processes that maintain a dynamically changing set of elements drawn from an
arbitrary (countable) universe � . A view of the maintained set is a tuple �������
	 , where ���� , and ����� :
intuitively, view �������
	 indicates that the value of the � -th incarnation of the set is � . Processes issue
operations to add or remove elements to/from the set. Operations are tuples of the form � ��������� ������	�	 ,
where ��� � , ���� , � ���! #"%$�$&��'��#()�+*,��- , and �.�/� : intuitively, � ��������� ������	�	 denotes that the � -th
operation issued by process � is � �����+	 .

The local history of process � , denoted 021 , is a finite or infinite sequence of operations and views.3

If a view * is in 031 , we say that � installs * . If � is the � -th operation in 041 , � is of the form � ��������56	 ,
and we say that � issues operation � . Moreover, if * is the last view before operation � in 0�1 , we say
that � issues operation � in view * .

From the point of view of the set membership service, the set has some initial value, the service
successively applies the process operations on the current value of the set, and each operation results in
a new value of this set, i.e., a new view. Thus, the global history of the membership service, denoted 0 ,
is a finite or infinite sequence of alternating views and operations of the form: 0879*,: — �<; — *�; —
��= — *6= — >?>@> We say that *�: is the initial view of 0 . Moreover, if 0 is finite it must terminate with a
view, called the final view of 0 . We require that for all �BA!C :

1. *6DE7F�G�����
	 for some ����� ;

2. � D�H ; is an operation (we say that � D�H ; is executed in view * D ); and

3. operation �6D�H ; applied to view *<D results in view *<D�H ; in the natural way. More precisely, if
*6DI7J�K�����
	 and �6D�H ; 7J�L5M��5M��� ������	�	 then *6D�H ; 7N�K�PORQ<���PS�	 where �
S is the set that results by
applying � �E�G��	 to set � .4

We assume that processes may fail, but they can do so only by benign failures [18], e.g., by crashing.
In the following, T denotes the set of correct processes.

2.2 Specification of the basic SMS

A set of local histories of processes  #041VU ��� �W- satisfies the specification of the basic set membership
service, if there is a global history of the membership service 0 with the following properties:

S1: View Sequence Agreement: For every process � , the sequence of views in the local history 0�1 of �
is a subsequence of the sequence of views in the global history 0 of the membership service.

S2: Integrity: Every operation executed by the membership service is requested by some process, and
it is executed only once: X��V�)0NY[Z ��� �R\<�2�)021 and X��%����S]��0^\<�`_7a��S

L1: View installation: Every view generated by the membership service is installed by every correct
process: X �)�)T , Xb*.�)0 : *.�)031

L2: Operation execution: Every operation issued by a correct process is executed by the membership
service: X �)�/T , X]�2�)031 : �4�)0

3This sequence is arbitrary, and in particular operations and views do not have to alternate in a local history.
4Note that it is possible to have c�dfe�c .
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2.3 A variant of SMS

For some applications, a simple modification of the basic set membership service specified above may
be desirable. To see this, suppose that the current view at process � is *�7 �������
	 , for some index �
and set value � , and that � issues an operation to add or remove an element to/from � . This operation,
which is issued in view * , may be semantically tied to * : the view * is the “context” of � ’s request. If
this operation is received by the set membership service after the view * has changed (it may have been
modified by an operation issued by another process), then this operation may no longer be appropriate
in the new context. So, for some applications, operations issued in a given context (i.e., a view) should
not be executed in a different context. We can enforce this restriction by adding the following safety
requirement:

S3: Same context: An operation � is executed in view * only if � was issued in * .

This safety requirement however is incompatible with the liveness requirement that all operations of
correct processes must be executed by the set membership service (requirement L2). To see this, suppose
the initial view is *6: 7 �GCf�@ #"b� � -+	 , and � issues "%$,$&���@	 in *6: , while concurrently � issues ",$,$b�G$%	 also in
*�: (and these are the only operations ever issued). By S3, it is clear that only one of these two operations
can be executed by the set membership service, violating L2. Thus an application that requires S3 must
weaken L2. One possibility is to require that if a correct process � issues an operation � in view * then
some operation, maybe a different one from � , is executed in * , i.e., the view * eventually changes. More
precisely, we replace L2 with the following weaker liveness requirement:

L2a: Operation execution: If a correct process � issues an operation � in a view * , then * is not the final
view of the global history 0 of the membership service.

3 The group membership service: a specialization of SMS

The group membership service, denoted GMS, can be considered a special case of the set membership
service where the elements of the set being maintained happen to be processes. More precisely, GMS
is just the special case of SMS when � 7 � : the set included in each view is now a subset of � . This
subset represents the membership of the “group”.

Since processes now issue operations to add and remove processes (a self-reference) to/from the set,
some simple variants of the GMS requirements may be desirable for some applications. We consider
below some of the possible variants (they make sense only for the special case where � 7 � ). In the
following, if view * 7F���<���
	 and process ����� , we say that � is in view * .

1. In SMS every correct process must install every view of the set (requirement L1). For some GMS
applications, however, it may not be necessary for a correct process to install the views that it does
not belong to. For such an application, the liveness requirement L1 can be weakened to:

L1a: View installation: A correct process must install every view it belongs to:

X �)��T , Xb*.�)0 : ��� *4Y *`�)031 5

2. In SMS every process can issue an operation (i.e., request a group membership change) at any
time. In GMS, an application may want to restrict the authority to request membership changes: a
process may be allowed to request a membership change only if it belongs to the group, according
to its current view. This optional requirement is specified by the following safety property:

S4: Authority to request a view change: A process � can issue an operation in a view * only if � is
in * .

3. To understand another possible requirement, consider the following scenario. Process � is in the
current group and requests a group membership change, but when the membership service receives

5Note that this does not forbid a process to install views it does not belong to. In fact, when a process � is removed from a
group, it may be useful for � to install the first view that does not contain it. This is what makes � aware that it was removed from
the group.
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the request, � is no longer in the group. Should the group membership service execute � ’s request?
For some applications, processes “expelled” from the group should not have the ability to modify
the group. This is enforced by the following safety requirement:

S5: Authority to execute a view change: An operation � issued by a process � is executed in a view
* only if � is in * .

Note that it makes no sense to require S5 but not S4, because doing so would mean the following:
On one hand, by not requiring S4, we allow a process � that is not in the current view to issue
an operation, while on the other hand, by requiring S5, we prevent � ’s operation to be executed,
unless, by some lucky event the view changes to include � and � ’s operation happens to be received
after this view change. In other words, by requiring S5 but not S4, we allow � to issue its operation
even though � is not in the current view, and “hope” that this operation will be received in some
future view that does include � (otherwise the operation will be ignored, and so it is useless). This
is not reasonable, and so we assume that any application that requires S5 also requires S4.

Note that safety requirement S5 is incompatible with liveness requirement L2. To see this, suppose
the initial view is *6: 7 ��Cf�  ��� �,-+	 , and � issues '��#( �+*%�%� �6	 in *6: , while concurrently � issues
'��#()�+*,�%� �]	 also in *�: (and these are the only operations ever issued). By S5, it is clear that only
one of these two operations can be executed by the membership service, violating L2. Thus an
application that requires both S4 and S5 must weaken L2.

Instead of L2 we could require L2a (Section 2.3). But L2a is too weak: it allows the group mem-
bership service to ignore an operation if the view changes, even when the issuer of this operation
remains in the new view, i.e., even when the execution of this operation is still authorized according
to S5. A stronger liveness requirement that better matches S5 is as follows. If a process � issues
an operation in a view * 6, then � ’s operation must be executed by the membership service, unless
the membership service eventually removes � from the view. More precisely, with S4 and S5 we
can require:

L2b: Operation execution: If a correct process � issues an operation � in a view * , then either � is
executed by the membership service, i.e., �4��0 , or there exists a view * S after * in 0 such that �
is not in *%S .

Remarks: A few remarks about optional requirements S3, S4 and S5 are now in order. First note that the
combination of S3 and S4 implies S5. Moreover, if an application requires S1 through S5, the appropriate
liveness requirement is L2a rather than L2b. This is because requirement L2b is not compatible with
S3. To see this, suppose � issues operation � in view * , and the group membership service changes *
to *%S before � is executed (this could be due to another operation that was issued concurrently with � ).
Assume that � is still in *%S . On one hand, liveness requirement L2b requires � to be executed (because
the issuer of � is still in the view), on the other hand S3 forbids the execution of � in * S (because the
context of � changed) — these two requirements are incompatible.

Finally, note that a GMS that satisfies S4 (and/or S5) has the following behavior: if the group ever
becomes empty, it will stop evolving. This is because processes outside the group are not authorized
to issue operations to modify the group. Thus, a GMS that satisfies S4 should not be started with the
“empty” initial view *�: 7 �GC � � 	 . Furthermore, if such a GMS ever generates a view with an empty
group, it is up to the application that uses this GMS to restart the GMS (with some non-empty initial
view) if it wishes to do so.

A summary of the specifications of the set and group membership problems is given in Appendix A.

4 On implementing SMS and GMS

4.1 Impossibility results

In this section we prove that in a purely asynchronous system subject to process crashes, it is impossible
to solve the basic SMS problem or any of its variants that we considered in this paper. In particular, all

6By S4, � is necessarily in � .
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the variants of the GMS problems that we defined here are also unsolvable in such a system.
It is important to note that these impossibility results are not because the membership service is trying

to keep track of which processes are up or down (a task that is trivially impossible in an asynchronous
system). In fact, the set maintained by a set membership service is not necessarily a set of processes
(e.g., it could be the set of unsold seats on a flight), and so it may have nothing to do with the issue of
which processes are currently up or down in the system. The impossibility of SMS (and all its variants)
stems from another simple reason: it is because this service allows processes to agree on the various
incarnations of a dynamically changing set — a form of consensus that cannot be achieved in a purely
asynchronous system with failures.

One way to show this, is to just apply the impossibility result given in [4]: it is easy to see that all the
GMS variants that we consider here satisfy the Weak Group Membership (WGM) specification defined
in [4]. However, the impossibility of WGM was shown only for systems with ��A � processes. For this
reason, we prefer to give here a simple unified proof that holds for � A�� (for all the variants of the SMS
problem that we gave).

Theorem 1 For all ��A�� , the basic version of the SMS problem, and each one of its variants considered
here, cannot be solved in asynchronous systems with process crashes. This holds even if we assume that
at most one process may crash and all links are reliable.

PROOF. Consider an asynchronous system with � A�� processes � 7  � ; � � = �@>@>?> � ���b- , and assume
that at most one of them may crash. Suppose, for contradiction, that algorithm � solves (one of the
variants of) the SMS problem in this system. In the following, processes in the system use � to maintain
a set � whose elements are processes, i.e., ��� � .7. We consider two cases.

1. � 7�� , i.e., � 7  � ; � � = - . In this case the result follows from a standard partitioning ar-
gument. Partition � into  � ; - and  � = - . Suppose that the initial view of both � ; and � = is
* : 7 ��Cf�@ � ; � � = -+	 . In run R1 of algorithm � , � ; is correct and executes '��#( �+*%�%� � = 	 in view * : ,
while � = is dead. It is easy to see that, for each variant of the SMS problem that we defined, � ;
must eventually install the new view *�7 � Q��  � ; -+	 ; say it does so by time 	 ; . Run R2 of algo-
rithm � is symmetric: � = is correct and executes '��?()�+*%�,� � ; 	 in view * : , while � ; is dead; � =
must eventually install the new view *MSB7J��Q<�@ � = -+	 ; say it does so by time 	 = . In run R3 of � ,
��; executes '+�#()�+*,�%� �&=#	 , while �b= executes '+�#()�+*,�%� �];?	 , in view *6: . All the messages between
��; and �&= are delayed to a time 	 greater than max �
	�;+��	 =?	 . For process ��; , runs R3 and R1 are
indistinguishable up to time 	 , and � ; installs * 79��Q<�@ ��;#-+	 by time 	 ; for process �]= , runs R3 and
R2 are indistinguishable up to time 	 , and so �]= installs *,S 7J� Q<�@ �b=�-+	 by time 	 . Thus, run R3
of algorithm � violates ��; , the view sequence agreement property of (every variant of) the SMS
problem — a contradiction.

2. ���� . In this case, the result can be obtained by reducing consensus to the SMS problem solved
by algorithm � , and then applying the well-known impossibility result of [15]. Processes in �
use the SMS algorithm � to solve binary consensus as follows. The initial view at every process
is *�: 7 �GC � �I	 . Every process with initial value 0 uses � to issue the operation '��#( �+*%�%� ��;?	 ,
while every process with initial value 1 uses � to issue the operation '+�#()�+*,�%� ��=+	 . Then each
process � waits to install a new view after *6: . Let * be the first view that � installs after *6: . If
*�7 ��Q<� ���  �];#-�	 then � decides 0, and if * 7 � Q�� ���a �]=+-+	 then � decides 1. Note that some
process � (either � ; or � = ) does not belong to the new view * , and so, in some variants of the SMS
problem (those with liveness requirement L1a instead of L1) process � is not required to install
* . Thus, the reduction algorithm that we just described does not force � to decide. But since,
����� and at most one process may crash, � has at least two correct processes, and so the set
���  �,- contains at least one correct process other than � . That correct process is forced to install
* (in every variant of the SMS problem that we considered), and hence to decide. Recall that the
impossibility result of [15] holds even if only one process is required to decide. It is now easy to

7To show the impossibility of SMS, we could take c����������������! ! � "���$#&% , a set unrelated to processes. But to ensure that our
proof also applies to all the GMS variants, we take the special case that '�e)( .
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verify that all the properties of consensus considered in [15] are indeed satisfied by this reduction,
independent of the variant of the SMS problem solved by algorithm � . So � can be used to solve
consensus — a contradiction to the impossibility result of [15].

4.2 Possibility results

Despite the impossibility results described in the previous section, SMS and its variants can be imple-
mented in practice. In fact, just as with consensus, there are approaches that can be used to effectively
circumvent such impossibility results, e.g., the use of randomization [8] or unreliable failure detec-
tors [5].

In this section, we first give simple implementations that assume a single non-faulty server, and
then refer to the well-known state-machine approach [21] to replace this non-faulty server with a fault-
tolerant replicated one. Our goal here is not to give the most efficient implementation of every possible
SMS and GMS variant, or to give all the details. Rather, we want to show that it is possible to implement
them incrementally, in a relatively simple way that does not mix the service provided with orthogonal
implementation issues.

After showing how our GMS can be implemented, in Section 5 we explain how this GMS can be used
for the special purpose of maintaining and agreeing on the set of processes that are currently deemed to
be operational.

4.2.1 Using a non-faulty server

In this section, we assume the availability of a non-faulty server, and show that with this assumption it is
very easy to implement all the variants of SMS and GMS that we considered in this paper.

The basic idea is quite simple: (a) the non-faulty server maintains the current value of the view; (b)
processes wishing to issue an operation (to add or remove an element from the set) send their operations
to the server; (c) the serve executes these operations sequentially, and after each operation it sends the
resulting new view to processes; and (d) processes install every view they receive from the server.

This scheme, which implements the basic set membership service, is shown in more detail in Fig-
ure 1. It works for asynchronous systems where processes (the clients that issue operations to the set
membership server) are subject to crashes or other benign failures, and the links to/from the non-faulty
server are reliable and FIFO.8 It is straightforward to verify that under these assumptions, the algorithm
in Figure 1 indeed satisfies the complete specification of the basic SMS, i.e., requirements S1, S2, L1
and L2.

All the SMS and GMS variants that we considered in this paper can be implemented by simple
modifications to the basic algorithm in Figure 1. To enforce the additional safety requirement S3 (an
operation can be executed only in the context in which it was issued), a process that sends an operation
to the server also includes its local view in the message, and when the server receives such an operation
it executes it only if the current view (according to the server) is equal to the view associated with the
operation.9 This simple modification is shown in Figure 2. This algorithm implements the variant of the
SMS requiring S1, S2, and S3, as well as L1 and L2a.

Now consider the GMS variants (where � 7 � ). To replace L1 with the weaker requirement L1a
(the correct processes in a view are the only ones required to install this view), the server sends each new
view only to the current members of this view. To satisfy S4, a process � does not issue an operation
unless it is a member of the group (according to its � ’s current view). To satisfy S5, the server executes
an operation issued by a process � only if � is a member of the group (according to the server’s current
view). These three simple modifications to the basic algorithm are shown in Figure 3. It is easy to see
that the algorithm given in this figure implements a GMS that satisfies the optional requirements S4 and
S5 (in addition to S1 and S2) as well as L1a and L2b.

8The FIFO assumption is just to simplify the presentation of the algorithm: it can be easily enforced using the sequence number
that each operation and view carries.

9By the view sequence agreement property, each view is uniquely identified by its index, so a process can send the index of
its local view rather than the whole view, and the server can compare this index with the index of its current view. We omit this
obvious optimization from the code.
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4.2.2 Using a fault-tolerant replicated server

In the above, we showed how SMS and GMS can be implemented assuming the existence of a single
non-faulty server. This was done to better understand the services that we want to implement, and to
decouple them from complex implementation concerns that may blur the simplicity of these services.

To remove the assumption of a single non-faulty server, we can use the well-known state-machine
approach [21]. This method replaces the non-faulty server with a replicated server and uses standard
techniques (based on consensus or atomic broadcast) to ensure that the replicated server works as if it
were a single failure-free server.

For example, we could replace the single non-faulty server of Figures 1, 2, and 3, with a replicated
server consisting of a static set of � 	6O�Q processes, 	 of which may crash, and run consensus among these
� 	PO9Q processes to ensure that they behave consistently (i.e., they execute the same set of operations
issued by the clients, in the same order). Even though consensus cannot be solved in purely asynchronous
systems, it can be solved using randomization [8], unreliable failure detectors [5], or assuming some
model of partial synchrony [12, 13, 11]. For example, in a recent work, Urbán et. al. implemented an
extremely robust replicated server using the failure-detector based consensus algorithm of [5]. In this
implementation, the replicated server continued to work even under the most severe workload, one that
saturated the network [29, 28].

Note that the replicated server consisting of � 	%O�Q processes need not be static, nor separate from the
set of processes � : these � 	&O�Q processes can be in � and dynamically change. In fact, the set of � 	&O�Q
processes that form the replicated server can dynamically agree on changing the membership of this set.
They can do so by using the same consensus (or atomic broadcast) algorithm that they use to agree on
the order of the clients operations. A detailed discussion of this technique, however, is beyond the scope
of this paper, and therefore omitted.

As a final remark, it is worth emphasizing that failure detectors are not necessary to solve SMS
and GMS in asynchronous systems with crashes. As we mentioned above, one can use randomization
instead. Furthermore, if we do use failure detectors to solve SMS or GMS, it is only to enforce agreement
among the � 	�O Q processes that form the fault-tolerant replicated server. But these failure detectors are
not used to decide the content of the view (i.e., to decide whether to include a process in the current
view).

5 Group membership and agreeing on the set of operational pro-
cesses

In the literature, group membership is often defined and implemented as a service to maintain and agree
on the content of one particular set, namely, the set of processes that are currently deemed to be op-
erational. To provide this service, one must solve two orthogonal problems: (a) determining the set of
processes that appear to be up in the system, and (b) agreeing on each successive view of this dynamically
changing set.10

We consider the above service to be just one possible application of our GMS. In fact, to implement
this service an application can use one of our GMS variants, together with some failure detector

�

that gives (reliable or unreliable) information about which processes have crashed: Processes use
�

to
decide on when to issue operations to add or remove processes from the group, and they use a variant of
our GMS to process these operations and agree on the current membership of the group. Since failure
detector

�
ultimately determines which processes are in and out of the group, its Quality of Service [6]

can be chosen by each application according to its particular needs (e.g., how fast the application wants
a crashed process to be expelled from the group, and how costly it is for the application to erroneously
remove a non-faulty process from the group).

10Note that both problems are unsolvable in purely asynchronous systems with failures. The first one is impossible for obvious
reasons. The impossibility of the second one is non-trivial: as shown in Theorem 1, it is mostly based on the well-known result
of [15].
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An important remark is now in order. In existing implementations of the group membership service,
the same failure detector is often used to solve both problems (a) and (b). This is not necessary, and in
practice it is better to decouple the mechanisms that are used to solve these two orthogonal problems. In
fact, as we mentioned earlier, failure detection is not even necessary for solving problem (b), e.g., one
can use randomization instead. Moreover, even if we use failure detectors for solving both problems (a)
and (b), these failure detectors are used for radically different purposes, and so they have different QoS
requirements, as we now explain.

For problem (a), the failure detector is used to decide which processes are operational. In this case,
the cost of a failure detector mistake (i.e., suspecting that a process � has crashed while it is actually
up) is usually very high: the erroneously suspected process � is first removed from the group, and when
this mistake is later recognized, � is reinserted in the group. This may involve expensive protocols and a
costly state transfer done by the application. So an appropriate failure detector for problem (a) is likely
to be one that favors higher accuracy at the expense of a slower detection time [6]. For these reasons,
typical group membership protocols have failure detectors with large timeouts (on the order of tens of
seconds).

For problem (b), however, the purpose of the failure detector is quite different: it is used by the
replicated server to reach agreement on each new view of the group (it is not used to decide whether to
add or remove processes from the group). In this case, the cost of a failure detector mistake is usually
much smaller. For example, suppose that we implement a fault-tolerant group membership server using
� 	�O Q processes, and that these processes reach agreement on each new view of the group by running the
rotating-coordinator consensus algorithm in [5] or in [26, 24] that uses failure detector �3� 11. We first
note that with these consensus algorithms, a failure detector mistake can be harmful only if this mistake
happens to be about the current coordinator. And even in this case, the cost of such a mistake is not
very high: no process is removed, another coordinator just takes over. For this reason, an appropriate
failure detector for problem (b) is likely to be one that favors a faster detection time at the cost of lower
accuracy. A good timeout for such a failure detector may be orders of magnitude smaller than the one
used for problem (a).

6 Related Work

The group membership problem has been extensively studied, and many specifications and implemen-
tations exist in the literature. The first papers to study the group membership problem were [10] (in the
context of synchronous systems) and [25] (in the context of asynchronous systems). These two papers
considered the primary partition version of the group membership problem, which requires that group
views are totally ordered. In another version of group membership problem, called partitionable, group
views are only partially ordered (e.g., [1, 3, 14]). A recent survey of group communication and group
membership appeared in [7].

Despite their many differences, most (if not all) papers on the subject consider the problem of keeping
track of who is up, down, or partitioned away in the system, to be an integral part of group membership.
This is evident from the following quotes (taken from papers whose publication dates span a decade):

[10]: The specification requires crashed processes to be excluded within a given delay D.

[25]: The specification requires to react to failure detection.

[23]: Membership is determined by whether or not a processor has failed.

[19]: Membership deals with the problem of keeping track of which processes are faulty and
which are fault-free.

[20]: A membership service is live with respect to failure if it is guaranteed to report that
type of change eventually.

[9]: The group membership service implements a kind of failure detector that allows surviv-
ing processes to agree on which processors have failed.

11Roughly speaking, with � c every process that crashes is eventually suspected, and there is a time after which some non-faulty
process is not suspected.
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[7]: The task of a membership service is to maintain a list of the currently active and con-
nected processes.

[3]: In the absence of partitionings, every correct process should install the same view and
this view should include exactly those members that have not crashed.

In contrast to the above, our specification of set and group membership does not relate the content of the
set/group being maintained to (reliable or unreliable) information about processes failures or network
partitions. Indeed, our specification is not concerned by the reasons why elements are added or removed
from the maintained set/group.

It is widely recognized that the task of giving a precise specification of group membership is difficult,
and in fact many of the existing specifications are either difficult to understand or problematic [2]. It has
been claimed that the source of this difficulty is the impossibility of reaching consensus, i.e., process
agreement, in asynchronous environment with failures. For example:

[16]: Most of the difficulties in building a specification for the Group Membership Problem
arise from the impossibilities result in [4] and [15].

But this reason is not entirely valid: the impossibility of consensus and atomic broadcast in asynchronous
systems with failures was never an obstacle to the simple and precise specifications of these problems.

We believe that the difficulty in specifying group membership originated from the mixing of two
orthogonal concerns, namely, determining who is up or down, and agreeing on this set. As we mentioned
before, it may be better to decouple the mechanisms used to solve them. This is usually not the case,
e.g., in [22], an oracle is used to decide whether to exclude a process from the group and the same oracle
is also used to achieve consensus on each view, and in [25] the same failure detection mechanism is
used to determine who is down and to agree on each view. Finally, note that the decoupling of the two
mechanisms implicitly appeared in [17] where a consensus service is used to solve agreement problems.

7 Conclusion

Our treatment of group membership clarifies the problem by separating several orthogonal concerns that
are often mixed in existing specifications and/or implementations of group membership services.

First, we separate the problem of agreeing on the content of a dynamically changing set (the SMS
problem) from the issue of the domain of that set. In the special case of group membership (the GMS
problem), this set contains processes.

Second, in our formulation of GMS, we decouple the issue of why processes are added or removed
from the group — a concern that does not even appear in our specification of GMS — from how they are
added or removed. Existing group membership services usually tie the removal or addition of a process
to some (reliable or unreliable) information about this process failure or recovery.

Third, in our GMS implementation outline, we decouple the service from the issue of which pro-
cesses actually provide the service and what is the degree of fault-tolerance provided. Specifically, the
� 	 OFQ processes that provide the GMS service are not required to be current members of the group.
Moreover, the size of the current group may be smaller or larger than � 	,O�Q . In contrast, in most existing
group membership services, the service is provided by the processes in the current group, and the degree
of fault-tolerance is proportional to the current size of the group.

Fourth, our treatment of group membership decouples two types of failures: (a) the failure of a
process that belongs to the group (which may cause a request to remove this process from the group), and
(b) the failure of a process that provides the membership service (which may hinder reaching agreement
on the new value of the group).

Finally, our treatment of group membership also separates the two mechanisms needed to (a) deter-
mine and (b) agree on the set of processes that are deemed to be operational: a failure detector can be
used for (a), but is not necessary for (b) — e.g., randomization can be used instead. Moreover, as we
explained in Section 5, even if we decide to use failure detectors for both (a) and (b), they should be
decoupled: each one solves a different problem and has different requirements in practice.
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CODE FOR SET MEMBERSHIP SERVER:

on initialization:

1 � \ 7 � :  initial value of the set, such that � : � � -
2 �
\ 7aCV initial index of the view -
3 *.\ 7F�G�����
	P initial view of the set -
4 send ( * ) to every ��� �a send initial view to all -
5 start task 0

task 0:  To process requests to modify the set and generate new views accordingly -
6 upon receive � �����]��� ���G��	�	P � ���G��	 is an operation to add or remove � to/from the set -
7 if � � 7a",$,$ then ��\ 7a���  #��- else � \ 7 ���  #��-  execute � �E�G��	 on the current value of the set -
8 � \ 7 ��O Q  increment index of the view -
9 *.\ 7F�G�����
	
 generate new view of the set -
10 send ( * ) to every ��� �  send new view to all -

CODE FOR EACH PROCESS ��� � :

on initialization:

11 �.\ 7 CW number of operations issued by �.-
12 �G� � "����I� �	�R\ 7�
  � ’s local view of the set -
13 start tasks 1 and 2

task 1:  To issue requests to modify the set -
14 repeat forever
15 if � wants to issue an operation � ������	 then  � ���� #"%$,$ ��'+�#()�+*,��- and �W�.� -
16 �.\ 7 �WOaQ
17 send � �����]��� �����+	�	 to the set membership server

task 2:  To install new views of the set -
18 upon receive �K*M	P a new view generated by the set membership server -
19 �G� � "����W� �	�R\ 7 *4 � installs the new view -

Figure 1: Basic SMS implementation (using a non-faulty server and FIFO reliable links).
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CODE FOR SET MEMBERSHIP SERVER:

on initialization:

1 � \ 7 � :  initial value of the set, such that � : � � -
2 �
\ 7aCV initial index of the view -
3 *.\ 7F�G�����
	P initial view of the set -
4 send ( * ) to every ��� �a send initial view to all -
5 start task 0

task 0:  To process requests to modify the set and generate new views accordingly -
6 upon receive � ��� � "���� � �	�V�#� �����]��� �E�G��	�	��& operation � �E�G��	 was issued in ��� � "����I� �	�a-
7 if *47 �G� � "���� � � � then  if the current view is equal to �G� � "����W� �	� -
8 if � � 7 ",$,$ then ��\ 7 ���  #��- else ��\ 7 ���  #��-  execute � �E�G��	P-
9 �
\ 7 ��O Q  increment index of the view -
10 *.\ 7 �K�����
	  generate new view of the set -
11 send ( * ) to every ��� �  send new view to all -

CODE FOR EACH PROCESS ��� � :

on initialization:

12 �.\ 7 CW number of operations issued by �.-
13 �G� � "����I� �	�R\ 7�
  � ’s local view of the set -
14 start tasks 1 and 2

task 1:  To issue requests to modify the set -
15 repeat forever
16 if � wants to issue an operation � ������	 then  � ���� #"%$,$ ��'+�#()�+*,��- and �W�.� -
17 �.\ 7 �WOaQ
18 send � �G� � "����W� �	�V�#� �����]��� ���G��	�	�� to the set membership server

task 2:  To install new views of the set -
19 upon receive �K*M	P a new view generated by the set membership server -
20 �G� � "����W� �	�R\ 7 *4 � installs the new view -

Figure 2: Basic SMS implementation satisfying optional requirement S3.
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CODE FOR GROUP MEMBERSHIP SERVER:

on initialization:

1 � \ 7 � :  initial value of the group, such that � : � �a-
2 �
\ 7aCV initial index of the view -
3 *.\ 7F�G�����
	P initial view of the group -
4 send ( * ) to every ������ send initial view to every process in the initial group -
5 start task 0

task 0:  To process requests to modify the group and generate new views accordingly -
6 upon receive � �����]��� ���G��	�	P operation � �����+	 was issued by �`-
7 if �)�/� then  if � is a member of the current group then -
8 if � � 7 ",$,$ then ��\ 7 ���  #��- else ��\ 7 ���  #��-  execute operation requested by � -
9 �
\ 7 ��O Q  increment index of the view -
10 *.\ 7 �K�����
	  generate new view of the group -
11 send ( * ) to every ���)�� send new view to every process in the current group -

CODE FOR EACH PROCESS ��� � :

on initialization:

12 �.\ 7 CW number of operations issued by �.-
13 �G� � "����I� �	�R\ 7�
  � ’s local view of the group -
14 start tasks 1 and 2

task 1:  To issue requests to modify the group -
15 repeat forever
16 if � is in �G� � "����I� �	� and � wants to issue an operation � �E�G��	 then  � ���� +",$,$&��'��#( �+*%��- and �W� � -
17 �.\ 7 �WOaQ
18 send � �����]��� �����+	�	 to the group membership server

task 2:  To install new views of the group -
19 upon receive �K*M	P a new view generated by the group membership server -
20 �G� � "����W� �	�R\ 7 *4 � installs the new view -

Figure 3: Implementation of GMS with optional requirements L1a, S4 and S5 (here ����� ).
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A Appendix: Specification summary

Processes in � maintain a set of elements from an arbitrary universe � . They issue operations to add and
remove an element to/from that set, and install views of the maintained set (a view consists of a set value
and an index). The set membership service executes these operations sequentially, and notifies processes
of each new view of the set that it generates.

A local history 031 of a process � is a sequence of operations (issued by � ) and views (installed by
� ). A global history of the set membership service 0 is an alternating sequence of operations (executed
by the service) and views (generated by the service): 0 starts with an initial view of the set, and each
operation in 0 changes the view that precedes it into the view that follows it, in the natural way.

A.1 The set membership service (SMS)

A set of local histories (one 021 for each process � in � ) satisfies the basic SMS specification if there is
a global history of the membership service 0 with the following properties:

S1: View Sequence Agreement: For every process � , the sequence of views in the local history 0 1 of �
is a subsequence of the sequence of views in the global history 0 of the membership service.

S2: Integrity: Every operation executed by the membership service is requested by some process, and
it is executed only once: X��V�)0NY[Z ��� �R\<�2�)021 and X��%����S]��0^\<�`_7a��S

L1: View installation: Every view generated by the membership service is installed by every correct
process: X �)�)T , Xb*.�)0 : *.�)0 1

L2: Operation execution: Every operation issued by a correct process is executed by the membership
service: X �)�/T , X]�2�)031 : �4�)0

The following additional requirement to the basic SMS is optional:

S3: Same context: An operation � is executed in view * only if � was issued in * .

For applications requiring the optional safety property S3, liveness requirement L2 must be weakened
to:

L2a: Operation execution: If a correct process � issues an operation � in a view * , then * is not the final
view of the global history 0 of the membership service.

A.2 The group membership service (GMS)

The GMS specification is identical to the SMS specification where � 7 � . Some GMS variants may
be desirable, and we list some of them here (they make sense only because � 7 � ). We first note that
liveness requirement L1 may be weakened to:

L1a: View installation: A correct process must install every view it belongs to: X �9� T , Xb* �F0 :
���)*4Y *.��0V1 .

Some of the following additional safety requirements may be also desirable:

S4: Authority to request a view change: A process � can issue an operation in a view * only if � is in
* .

S5: Authority to execute a view change: An operation � issued by a process � is executed in a view *
only if � is in * .

If an application requires S5, it should also require S4. Moreover, if S4 and S5 are required, we must
weaken liveness requirement L2 to L2a, or to L2b given below:

L2b: Operation execution: If a correct process � issues an operation � in a view * , then either � is
executed by the membership service, i.e., �4��0 , or there exists a view * S after * in 0 such that �
is not in *%S .
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